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ABSTRACT

Detailed and convincing walkthrough auralizations of virtual rooms requires much processing capability.
One method of reducing this requirement is to pre-calculate a data-set of room impulse responses (RIR) at
locations throughout the space. Processing resources may then focus on RIR interpolation and convolution
using the dataset as the virtual listening position changes in real-time. Recent work identified the suitability
of wave-based models over traditional ray-based approaches for walkthrough auralization. Despite the com-
putational saving of wave-based methods to generate the RIR dataset, processing times are still long. This
paper presents a wave-based implementation for execution on a general purpose graphics processing unit.
Results validate the approach and show that parallelisation provides a notable acceleration.

1. INTRODUCTION

Highly accurate soundfield rendering can be
achieved by first accurately predicting the nature of
wave propagation throughout an arbitrarily shaped
multi-dimensional enclosure such as a surface or vol-
ume and has been the subject of much research in-

terest. These different techniques can be divided
into two different categories; ray-based and wave-
based modelling techniques. Each of these funda-
mental categories has related advantages and limi-
tations but one key difference has been the relative
computational intensity of wave-based methods par-
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ticularly if the complete audio spectrum is desired.

This paper focuses on accelerating wave-based room
acoustical modelling by specifically implementing a
finite difference time domain (FDTD) scheme over
an array of multiprocessors using a general purpose
graphics processing unit (GPGPU).

2. ROOM ACOUSTIC MODELLING

There is a fundamental difference between ray-based
and wave-based acoustical models. Ray-based meth-
ods make the assumption that sound propagates in
a specular ray-like manner that exhibits specular re-
flection characteristics at boundaries. Wave-based
methods take regard for the physical wave motion
of sound propagation by forming approximate dis-
crete numerical solutions to the wave equation. This
section gives a brief overview of some popular acous-
tical modelling strategies and gives particular focus
to the FDTD method used in this work.

2.1. Ray-Based Methods

Ray-based (or geometric) methods are the under-
lying acoustic modelling techniques that are used in
commercial applications such as CATT-Acoustic [1],
ODEON [2], Ramsete [3] and EASE [4]. These tech-
niques work on the principle that a Room Impulse
Response (RIR) can be synthesized if the time of
arrival from source to receiver (virtual microphone)
for the numerous propagation paths, or rays, that
exist for an arbitrary source/receiver/geometry com-
bination are known. The difference between differ-
ent ray-based models such as the image-source and
ray tracing methods is in the approach for calculat-
ing the various ray-paths for an arbitrary geometry.
These approaches fail to properly account for phase
information meaning that wave interference effects
are not inherently modelled and this is particularly
important for the validity of the low frequency re-
gion of the RIR [5]. These techniques are not the
focus of this work and so the reader is referred to
[6][7].

2.2. Wave-Based Methods

Wave-based acoustic simulations offer greater accu-
racy in the low frequency bands and can model wave
phenomena including wave interference, occlusion
and diffraction inherently. These approaches include
the digital waveguide mesh approach (DWM) [8][9],
functional transformation method (FTM) [10][11]
and the FDTD method afore mentioned [12][13].

The DWM is based on an extension of the Digital
Waveguide (DWG) commonly used in musical acous-
tics applications to physically model a 1D system
such as a resonating tube or vibrating string [14].
The DWM is now well established in the literature
where its derivation, application and shortcomings
are well documented [8][9]. In FTM an analytic fre-
quency domain solution of an arbitrary linear partial
differential equation (PDE) is found that describes a
continuous vibrating system such as a string or mem-
brane. The solution is then transformed back into
the time and space domain to be discretely imple-
mented. In this work a FDTD method is of primary
interest and is therefore introduced in more detail.

2.3. The FDTD method

FDTD models are well established for the purpose
of approximately simulating the wave propagation
of sound throughout an enclosed space over a period
of time [12][13]. The 2D or 3D wave equation is dis-
cretized using a second order central finite difference
approximation to the wave equation. Finite differ-
ence equations for dealing with air, boundaries and
corners can be formulated along with the addition of
a spatio-temporal indexing notation for convenience
as follows [15]:
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n
i−1,j , p

n
i,j+1, p

n
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where (1),(2) and (3) are the 2D air, boundary and
corner update equations respectively. A, B1 and B2
are the ij co-ordinates of the neighbouring air node
and boundary nodes. λ = 1/

√

2 is the courant num-
ber. Finally ξw = Zw/ρc and is the normalized wall
impedance where ρ is air density, c is speed of sound
and Zw is the chosen boundary impedance [15]. The
update equations are used to iteratively calculate the
pressure values for each time step n over a regularly
spaced grid of points called nodes that discretely rep-
resent a room geometry as depicted for 2D in Figure
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Fig. 1: (a) An illustrative example of a discretely
spaced grid of nodes used to represent an arbitrary
enclosed geometry. (b) The index notation used to
reference a node and its corresponding neighbours.

1(a). In Figure 1(b) the index notation for the three
different update equations is demonstrated for spe-
cific boundary and corner orientations.

The FDTD scheme offers greater RIR validity at
lower frequencies when compared to ray-based ap-
proaches as wave phenomena such as diffraction and
occlusion are inherently modelled. Accuracy at high
frequencies is available when the inter-nodal distance
(4) is chosen to be sufficiently small, at the expense
of larger computation times and memory require-
ments.

dx =

√

D · c

fs
(4)

where dx is the inter-nodal distance in metres, D is
model dimensionality, c is the speed of sound and fs
is the chosen sampling rate.

Using (1),(2) and (3) it is possible to physically
model the RIRs of arbitrary 2D representations of
complex room geometries. A simple implementation
overview is provided in Figure 2. Applying this code
listing to the mesh geometry in Figure 1(a), X = 11
and Y = 17. The algorithm systematically, on a se-
quential node-by-node basis, calculates the pressure
at each node for each time step. If a node is flagged
as a receiver then each pressure value at each time
step is written to an audio file. A comprehensive re-
search tool for physically modelling room acoustics

READ 2D Array of Node Types

READ simDuration

READ width of Grid to X

READ length of Grid to Y

FOR n = 1 TO simDuration 

  FOR i = 1 TO X

    FOR j = 1 TO Y

      CASE P(i,j) OF

        airNode:

            COMPUTE new air node pressure at [i,j]

        boundaryNode:

            COMPUTE new boundary node pressure at [i,j]

        cornerNode:

            COMPUTE new corner node pressure at [i,j]

        OTHERS:

            COMPUTE nothing

      ENDCASE 

    ENDFOR

  ENDFOR

  WRITE pressure at receiver to memory

ENDFOR

Fig. 2: A pseudocode listing outlining a simple 2D
FDTD implementation.

was presented in [16].

This paper focuses on accelerating the FDTD
method for acoustic modelling by calculating the
pressure at multiple nodes simultaneously.

3. AURALIZATION

The underlying aim of this work is to provide an au-
ral presentation of a physically modelled soundfield
to a listener. The aural presentation of a modelled
soundfield is more commonly referred to as aural-
ization [17]. It is also desirable to have dynamic
auralization systems that allow the listener to virtu-
ally navigate or walkthrough the modelled enclosure.
The modelling techniques chosen to achieve this de-
pend on the context of the implementation, however
due to the computational constraints of wave-based
methods, the ray-based methods have proven most
successful [18][19][20].

In [18] the authors calculate the first order reflections
in real-time using the image-source method while
the reverberation tail was generated using a general
recursive delay network. Therefore this style of ap-
proach trades RIR integrity for reduced computa-
tional intensity. Another approach that avoids com-
promising the RIR accuracy involves pre-computing
an RIR data-set for different source/receiver combi-
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nations. Dynamic real-time walkthrough auraliza-
tions are then possible if the appropriate RIRs for
the virtual listener location are convolved and inter-
polated using the data-set [19][20]. The interpola-
tion from both measured and synthesized data-sets
were considered in [21] and [22]. A disadvantage of
using such data-sets is apparent when both source
and receiver locations are required to dynamically
change at run-time. In this case a set of data-sets is
required.

A possible approach for the implementation of a
wave-based walkthrough auralization system has
been presented in [23]. It is pointed out that for
wave-based methods it is necessary to update all
points throughout the grid in order to calculate a
single RIR. In this scenario the ray-based methods
are more efficient. However if the RIR at all points
in the grid are desired for a single source layout then
the wave-based methods incur no additional compu-
tation time. This therefore makes wave-based meth-
ods more efficient at generating large RIR datasets
suitable for dynamic walkthrough auralizations.

In summary, dynamic auralization by real-time RIR
synthesis using wave-based methods is currently not
possible on standard desktop hardware. However
by accelerating the FDTD method the time taken
to generate multiple RIR data-sets can be further
reduced when compared to the same task using ray-
based methods.

4. FDTD FOR GRAPHIC PROCESSING UNITS

In order to move towards the possibility of highly
accurate virtual auditory walkthrough systems it is
necessary to perform accurate acoustic modelling of
the desired enclosed environments. To this end a
parallel implementation of a 2D FDTD acoustical
model is highly beneficial. In recent years Gen-
eral Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU)
have become more affordable and accessible to the
casual programmer. GPGPUs are capable of per-
forming many instructions in parallel over an array
of multiprocessors and offer potential optimizations
when the computational task is suitably arranged for
the device. Parallel solutions to the problem of ac-
curately predicting the nature of wave propagation
throughout an arbitrarily shaped multi-dimensional
enclosure, such as a surface or volume have been con-
sidered previously and are briefly discussed in the
following.

Ray-based modelling techniques have been the first
strategies to benefit from the parallel computation
capabilities offered by the GPU. This is primarily
because of the inherent similarities that exist be-
tween the computer graphic shading algorithms and
acoustic ray-tracing. Freely available graphics APIs,
such as OpenGL, have enabled the programmer to
implement acoustic ray-tracing on a GPU without
the need for a detailed understanding of the de-
vice architecture, although an appreciation of the
graphics terminology is essential. The possibility
of utilizing GPUs for wave-based calculations has
been explored by a number of authors previously in
seismic analysis [24][25] as well as electromagnetics
[26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. The application of GPU de-
vices for the specific task of wave-based numerical
approximation of room acoustics was proposed in
[32]. The author presents a DWM implementation
on a GPU that employs a shader language to per-
form the propagation step on the acoustic pressure
values stored as RGB textures. An approach pre-
sented in [33] used a software based central work flow
co-ordinator called Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM)
to perform parallel computations by treating multi-
ple PC’s on a network as one computer.

The compute unified device architecture (CUDA)
[34] delivers parallel capabilities of the GPU to the
wider non-graphics programming communities and
was employed in [24, 25, 29, 31]. A CUDA imple-
mentation is presented in this paper with application
to room acoustic modelling.

4.1. Compute Unified Device Architecture

CUDA offers the multi-core processing power of a
GPU through an extended C library that is inher-
ently low level and independent of graphics termi-
nology. The program flow of an arbitrary CUDA
implementation is illustrated in Figure 3. The pro-
gram is invoked on the CPU, or host machine, by the
user. The host allocates memory on both the host
and GPU device then reads in any required data and
copies the relevant areas of host memory onto the de-
vice where necessary. A user defined function called
a kernel is then called on the GPU to perform con-
current instruction execution on the data. The ker-
nel is executed multiple times by the same number
of threads, each thread instance has its own unique
thread ID co-ordinate within a thread block. Each
block has a unique block ID co-ordinate within a
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grid. Upon completion of the kernel phase, the host
performs any necessary memory copies from device
to host. Multiple calls to different kernels perform-
ing specific parallel tasks on the same data can be
made if required.

CPU / Host Serial Code

GPU Memory Allocation

C
P

U
G

P
U

Kernel Execution

GPU Memory Retrieval

Grid 0

Block (0,0)

Td (0,0)

Td (x,y)

Block (j,k)

Td (0,0)

Td (x,y)

C
P

U

Fig. 3: The program flow of a typical CUDA appli-
cation. Tasks that are data parallel are executed on
the GPU using a kernel function.

Threads within a thread block are able to commu-
nicate via the shared memory. Communication be-
tween blocks is only possible via the global memory
space. The importance of this to the programmer is
that the time taken to read/write to and from shared
or global memory spaces differs greatly and there-
fore care must taken to minimize certain read/write
types. Specifically, reading/writing data from the
global memory space is reported to be 100 to 150
times slower than reading/writing to shared mem-
ory spaces [34]. However, the off-chip global mem-
ory space is much larger than the on-chip shared
memory and so utilizing both areas with minimal
reading/writing to global memory is a key optimiza-
tion opportunity. A direct result of these device con-
straints is that there are a number of considerations
that must be addressed by the programmer when
attempting to implement a parallel solution on a
CUDA enabled device.

1. Memory transfers from host to device and de-
vice to host should be minimal.

These transfer times can be relatively long when
there is a comparatively large amount of data.
When necessary, host to device memory trans-
fers can be asynchronous with host CPU func-
tions.

2. Thread blocks set up by any one kernel function
must be executable in any order.

Ensuring that blocks can be executed in any or-
der allows a CUDA program to be inherently
scaled at run-time for execution on different
GPU specifications.

3. Global memory access performed by a kernel
should occur in an organized manner.

When a number of data values in the global
memory space can be accessed in an organized
manner the device is able to perform memory
coalescing, that is, multiple loads from global
memory to shared memory and vice versa can
be performed in one operation.

4. Bank conflicts cause operation serialization and
should be avoided.

Bank conflicts occur when multiple data re-
quests to shared memory result in simultane-
ous access to the same memory bank. Shared
memory is made up of multiple memory banks
which may be accessed concurrently, otherwise
the requests are serialized.

4.1.1. Memory Coalescing

Under certain conditions a group of 16 threads si-
multaneously loading/storing data between shared
and global memory can complete the transaction in
just one operation as opposed to separate serialized
transactions.

The global memory space should be utilized so that
data is organized into a listing of 64 byte or 128 byte
words. For example, 1 single floating point value is
4 bytes (32 bits) in size. Therefore 16 floating point
values can be stored into a 64 byte word.

When reading values from the global memory space,
for coalescing to occur it is necessary to have a group
of 16 threads (known as a half warp) access the se-
quentially corresponding 4 byte word in the segment.
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When these conditions are met the full 64 byte word
can be transferred in a single operatation (or two op-
erations for a 128 byte word).

Therefore in order to successfully accelerate the
FDTD method for room acoustic modelling the pro-
posed implementation should be designed with these
considerations in mind.

5. A PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION

The update equations (1),(2) and (3) show the re-
quirement to store the pressure of every node for the
past and current time steps. Therefore in the GPU
device the number of bytes required to perform the
model is given in (5). The future time step over-
writes the past time step and so only two pressure
fields are required.

Nbytes = 2 · Fsize ·Nnodes (5)

where Nbytes = number of bytes required to per-
form the model. The number of bytes used to repre-
sent each pressure value, i.e. for a 32-bit single float
Fsize = 4. Nnodes = number of nodes in the mesh.
Therefore for a practical acoustical simulation the
pressure values must be stored in the large yet slow
access global memory space.

With this in mind, the mesh geometry is broken
down into a number of 16x16 sub-grids of nodes
called tiles that are each processed by a 16x16 thread
block in parallel on the GPU. The dimension is cho-
sen as 16 because this is the size of a half warp and
therefore 16 single floating points values form a 64-
byte word that preserve the memory alignment con-
sideration and therefore meets the coalescing condi-
tions. The FDTD formulations (1),(2) and (3) in-
herently require that an implementation must per-
form multiple accesses to the same memory location
within the same time step. As all the pressure values
must be stored in global memory the repeated mem-
ory accesses are undesirable due to the slow access
times. To alleviate this issue each tile is copied to
the faster shared memory space on the GPU in a co-
alesced fashion therefore reducing the number of op-
erations required in the tile transfer. The tile update
is then performed by accessing the copied pressure
values in the shared memory space as the repeated
memory accesses are hidden by the much faster ac-
cess times. The updated tile is then copied in a co-
alesced manner back to global memory overwriting

Calculable Air Nodes

Calculable Boundary/Corner Nodes

Non - Calculable Air/Boundary Nodes

Fig. 4: A 32x32 mesh divided into 4 16x16 tiles.
For some nodes it is not possible to calculate the
new future pressure values.

the now redundant past pressure values. Making
this design choice does raise some problems which
are described here with the aid of Figure 4. For
example, assuming they are all air nodes it is pos-
sible to calculate the future pressure values for the
inner 14x14 grid of any tile. Although, the nodes
shaded darkest grey are marked as non-calculable as
additional loads from adjacent tile(s) are required
to calculate the future pressure value at their loca-
tion. This is because it is not possible for threads
from different blocks to directly share data as there
is often more blocks than available processors. The
missing neighbour information for each block must
instead be retrieved from the global memory. The
row above or below a tile can be loaded in a coa-
lesced manner because the 16 elements of a tile row
appear in sequential order in memory. This is not
true of the adjacent columns to a tile where the val-
ues appear in 64 byte word intervals, in this case co-
alescing cannot occur and these nodes are referred
to as remaining nodes, see Figure 5. Tiles on the
vertical edges of the tile grid only have 1 column
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Remaining Nodes

Nodes whose neighbours can 

be accessed in a coalesced manner 

Fig. 5: A central tile with the remaining nodes on
both vertical sides highlighted in grey.

of remaining nodes as the other side are boundary
nodes. In this implementation we define multiple
types of tile each with their unique tile type index
(TTI) shown in Figure 6. These 12 tile types are
used to represent a complex geometry. This discrim-
ination means that every valid tile can be loaded by a
thread block into shared memory in a coalesced fash-
ion and 256 (16x16) individual node type checks do
not need to be performed as the tile type infers a par-
ticular node type arrangement. There may also be
invalid/unused, TTI = 0, tiles which can be skipped
again meaning 256 node type interrogations can be
avoided at run-time. As some geometries may not
be equally divided by tiles there will be some nodes
that require updating in a separate manner, these
nodes will also be classed as remaining nodes.

The division of an arbitrary mesh into tiles and
identification of the two different types of remaining

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11

0

Fig. 6: Definition of the fundamental tile types
and their index values. The dark nodes are bound-
ary/corner nodes, white nodes are air nodes. Tile 0
contains no active nodes and is therefore an invalid
tile
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Fig. 7: A top level overview of the proposed GPU
implementation.

nodes that cannot be updated in a coalesced fashion
are performed as pre-processes to the main acousti-
cal modelling stage. Figure 7 gives an overview of
the complete proposed process starting from a geo-
metrical definition of a room model through to the
generation of an RIR.

At the kernel stage, the TTI kernel updates all tiles
and all the nodes within them, apart from the re-
maining nodes. The remaining node list (RNL) ker-
nel updates all the nodes listed as remaining nodes
in the pre-processing stage. The process is repeated
for each time step for the number of specified time
steps. The flow diagram for the TTI and RNL ker-
nels is given in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

6. TESTING AND RESULTS

In order to assess the suitability of the proposed im-
plementation for accelerating 2D FDTD room acous-
tic modelling it is necessary to compare the perfor-
mance against a typical CPU implementation. In
this case the CPU is a Intel Core 2 Duo 3.16GHz
running Windows XP Professional with 3.25 GB of
RAM. The time taken to calculate 44100 samples
of an RIR is measured to the nearest second using
the standard timing functions in C for a number of
common CUDA enabled GPUs. The comparison is
made over 8 different test mesh sizes starting from
322, as shown Figure 4, up to 40962. The remain-
ing node and tile type lists are generated for each
test mesh prior to the modelling stage. The results
are given in Table 1 and plotted in Figure 11. Note
that for simulations taking longer than 3 hours, the
simulation was terminated. Each GPU was also the
main graphics card for the operating system. The
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Fig. 8: The flow diagram overview for the TTI ker-
nel

size of the global memory space on the GPUs var-
ied and so some devices ran out of memory. This
was due to the use of an unoptimised list of nodes
indices, their associated neighbour indices and their
node type. Some global memory could be regained
by only storing the indices of the remaining nodes.
While this does mean that devices prematurely ran
out of memory it does not however affect the pro-
cessing times.

The varying computation times of the GPU tests are
down to the differing hardware specifications and in
particular the number of processing cores. The im-
plementation here is scalable for the different GPUs
and will utilize all available processors when the
computational task is large enough. The scalabil-
ity is generally inherent in all CUDA implementa-
tions due the requirement that all blocks should be
executable in any order, although some CUDA func-
tions are specific down to a particular GPU CUDA
generation.
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Fig. 9: The flow diagram overview for the RNL
kernel. The gid is the global thread ID that identifies
the thread within the entire grid.

6.1. An Additional Test

The proposed method is capable of modelling com-
plex geometries. A complex test geometry is pre-
sented in Figure 10 and cannot be divided equally
into tiles due to the curved areas. Those tiles that
are only part inside the geometry cannot be assigned
a TTI. All the active nodes within the tile are there-
fore added to the RNL, these areas are shaded in
black. There are also areas in the geometry that
produce discontinuities in the main space, such as
a supporting pillar in a hall. Each square within
Figure 10 represents the 16x16 tile of nodes.

The complex model was executed on both the stan-
dard CPU and on the GeForce GTS 250. The result-
ing RIRs were identical and the timing results show
that the GPU implementation is still considerably
more efficient than the CPU implementation.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has discussed in some detail an accel-
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Processor Type Size of Test Mesh (in Nodes)
322 642 1282 2562 5122 10242 20482 40962

Test Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Intel Core 2 Duo 3.16GHz < 1 2 9 195 810 3323 TL TL
GeForce GT 8600M 2 6 17 52 172 711 3245 NEM
GeForce GT 8600 1 3 12 43 156 656 NEM NEM
GeForce GT 8800 1 2 7 25 86 290 1390 NEM
GeForce GTS 250 1 2 6 20 69 234 1130 5404
GeForce GTX 275 1 1 2 3 12 45 179 NEM

Table 1: The computation times for each test case on each processing device rounded to the nearest second.
NEM is not enough memory, TL is too long, the simulation went on for over 3 hours
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Fig. 11: Bar graph of the computation time in seconds versus the test number. Note that time in seconds
is given in a logarithmic scale.

erated GPU CUDA implementation of a 2D FDTD
acoustical model for generating RIR responses of ar-
bitrary room geometries. Significant accelerations
have been demonstrated for numerous GPUs when
compared to a typical 2D FDTD CPU implementa-
tion. The results further re-enforce the suitability of
the wave-based techniques for generating RIR data-
sets for detailed walkthrough auralizations.

Future work should include a comparison with the
GPU implementation proposed in [35] and the possi-
bility of using other available device memory spaces.
The proposed approach may be extended to 3D,
however memory size will constrain the implementa-
tion to narrow bandwidth and/or small enclosures.
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